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Political tug-of-war

The Wave rolls in

Opinion discusses Allen and
Webb's mudslinging. A5

Life! takes a peek at this
mobile ministry. B6

United
Way: Go

Barrick
family hit
by drunk
driver

Out to
Eat Day

By Joanne Tang

By Linda Laferriere

NEWS EDITOR

NEWS REPORTER

Help yourself and help
others by participating in the
United Way's "Go Out to Eat
Day." The idea is for patrons
to eat at one or more of the
eight participating restaurants on Wednesday, Nov. 8.
Part of the proceeds of all
sales that day will benefit the
Central Virginia branch of
the United Way and its community. The list of involved
restaurants includes Charley's, Isabella's, Daddy Bim's
Barbeque, La Carerta, Magnolia Foods, Hurricane Cafe,
Meriwether's Market and
Seasons Restaurant.
"'Go Out To Eat Day'
makes me want to go out to
eat," said senior communications major Kristal Knowles.
"As a Christian I can't always
go on a missions trip, but I
can take part in activities
locally to serve others."
Knowles went on to quote
Matthew 25:40, in which
Jesus said that helping those
in need is the same as serving Him.
United Way has been serving the people of Central
Virginia since 1921 when a
group of citizens established
the Lynchburg Community
Chest. Since that time, more
than $92 million has been
invested to help people in
need throughout Central
Virginia.
Please see UNITED WAY, page A3

LES SCHOPER

PROUD TO SERVE — Members of the armed forces gathered for the Field of Flags in June 2006. Many of these men and women will return Nov. 8 to campus.

Military gathers at LU for special day
sympathetic (to) and supportive of the
military."
Honeycutt, the event coordinator for
On Nov. 8, Liberty University will the occasion, is responsible for organrecognize the men and women of the izing and initiating all the events and
armed forces through its annual obser- activities of the day.
vance of Military Appreciation Day.
"We want to raise awareness and
The sole purpose of the occasion is to appreciation for those men and women
offer students and faculty the opportu- and what they've done for us," he said.
nity to show support for the individuals
The day will consist of two main
in uniform who are serving or who events. The first will be a special conhave served in the U.S. military.
vocation service dedicated to recogniz"At Liberty, we have a very patriotic ing the sacrifices made by military perenvironment to begin with," said sonnel who are currently serving in the
Professor Will Honeycutt, the assistant war on terror or who have served in
director of Christian and Community previous wars. During this patriotic
ceremony, Liberty students and faculty
Service.
"There will always be people who are will hear a special testimony from a
against the war in Iraq, but here you member of the armed forces as well as
have a majority of people who are very a featured speaker who has served in
By Joshua King
NEWS REPORTER

some aspect of the military. This year's
speaker will be 1st Lieutenant Bruce
Crouterfield of the U.S. Navy.
Crouterfield previously served in the
U.S. Marines but currently operates as
a Navy chaplain.
The second major event of the day
will be a military discussion panel,
which is composed of ranking military
officials from Alexandria, Va. The panelists discuss topics relating to the military and field questions from the audience. Some changes are expected for
this year's panel.
"We are thinking about doing something different with the panel discussion this year," said Honeycutt.

Director of Alumni Affairs
Andy Barrick was involved in
a head-on crash Sunday
night.
According
to
WDBJ
Channel 7, the accident happened around 8:30 p.m. on
Waterlick Road in Bedford
County. Barrick was driving
with his wife, Linda, and
their two children, 15-yearold Jen and 11-year-old Josh,
when Corey Peters, 26,
plowed into their van as he
was trying to evade capture
by police.
Peters was drunk and,
according to WSET Channel
13, State Police said he had
been pulled over for hitting
another vehicle on Timberlake Road but tried to
drive off. He lost control of
his vehicle and smashed his
pickup truck into the family's
car. He was speeding at
approximately 70 mph when
he crashed.
Linda is the daughter of Dr.
Ed Hindson, Dean of the
Institute of Biblical Studies.
The family was on their way
back from church and Andy
had stopped to pick up dinner
at KFC. After speeding away
from police, Peters began
driving in the same lane as the
Barricks' van without his
headlights on, according to
Dr. Ron Godwin, Executive
Vice President and Chief
Operating Officer of Liberty
University.

Please see MILITARY, page A3
Please see BARRICK, page A2

Who am I?: Your identity at risk Law school mourns death of prof
From staff reports
By Joshua King
NEWS REPORTER

With the advent of modern technology
such as computers and the Internet, criminals are continually acquiring newer and different methods to steal money and property.
People lock their front doors to keep them
out of their homes. They lock their cars to
keep them from stealing their vehicles. They
keep their wallets and purses as close as they
can. But how well do people protect their
own identities?
"When someone steals your identity, it is
the theft of something you hold close and
personal," said Professor Stephen Parke,
assistant professor of criminal justice. "It's
not just that someone has stolen from you. It
is that someone has actually smudged your

name and then you have to deal with the
effects."
Unfortunately, the concept of identity theft
may seem like something out of a spy novel
to many people, when, in fact, it is dangerous
reality. In 2005, according to the Federal
Trade Commission, more than 5,100 people
in Virginia discovered just how real identity
theft could be when their identities were
stolen. Of that total, 29 percent, also the
largest percentage, were college-age adults
ranging from 18 to 29.
Why are college students so susceptible to
identity theft?
Much of the reason is due to the availability of students' personal information.
"One factor is the high degree of socialization among this generation (i.e., Facebook or
MySpace) where the evidence exists that this
generation releases a lot of personal
information into a world forum," said
Kendrick Brunson, an assistant professor
of business.
Another factor is the way in which personal information is handled. For example, the majority of college students
receive credit card offers on a weekly
basis. These offers usually end up being
thrown away, and often without first
being shredded. It only takes one criminal going "dumpster diving" to obtain the
discarded information.

\ Willi K

DON'T LOSE THIS — Always keep track of important info.

Please see ID, page A3

Liberty University School of
Law faculty, staff, and students are mourning the loss of
a beloved colleague, mentor,
teacher and friend, as
Distinguished
University
Professor of Law James W.
"Jim" Jeans, Sr., died from a
massive heart attack on
Monday, Oct. 30. He was 78
years old.
Jeans taught law for more
than 30 years, mostly at the
University of Missouri-Kansas
City. He is renowned in the
legal community for his pioneering work and leadership
in trail advocacy and continuing legal education and was
one of the most sought-after
continuing legal education
speakers in the U.S. He was
on the founding faculties for
several organizations, including the Nation Institute of
Trail Advocacy, the Court
Practice Institute and the
National Association of
Criminal Defense Lawyers.
Alter a short retirement, he
came to the School of I.aw as a
visiting professor in 2005. He
decided to make the
Lynchburg area his perma-

nent home, his colleagues
said.
They described him as a
godly renaissance man who
quoted the right poem and the
right scripture atjust the right

JAMES W. JEANS
April 30, 1928
— Oct. 30, 2006
moment, a man of professional excellence and personal
integrity who was worthy of
emulation and a tireless advocate for the "downtrodden
and powerless."
"He started his career as a
litigator, dealt with a lot of
poor clients, saw their strug-

gles and provided a voice for
them to the very end," said
Assistant Professor of Law H.
Beau Baez, III.
Many of his students said
they would remember him
best for his wit and humor, his
passion to help them succeed
and his ability to administer
much-needed criticism with a
gentle heart.
"Professor Jeans was loved
by his students," said thirdyear law student Andrew
Fowler during a memorial
seivice at Thomas Road
Baptist Church on Nov. 2.
At the seivice, School of
Law Dean Mathew Staver
announced that the law school
plans to institute a new Jim
Jeans Trial Advocacy Award
for students and will name its
mock trail courtroom in honor
of the professor's many contributions to the school and
the legal profession.
He is survived by his wife
Sheiyle L. Jeans, Director of
Externships at Liberty University School of lxiw, two sons,
three daughters and seven
grandchildren.
His funeral will be held on
Nov. 7 at St. John Lutheran
Church in Farley, Mo.
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Future Focus Expo a 'success' in
giving students opportunities
By Mandi Corbett
I.II'K! REPORTER

This week I have the first part of a two- drive to the dining hall as if they are in the
real "O.C."
part series, called "Love at Liberty."
Scenario: Two eager singles walk down
On the other hand, you have the couple
the hallway. Eye contact is made. A pecu- who despises the "Fabulous Couple." This
liar grin is exchanged, and all is finished match is known as the "Scene couple." The
with the classic turn-around glance. It is majority of these rebellious youth met at
then a race to the keyboards to see who the Drowsy Poet — not in person, mind
will be the first to navigate through a series you, but they just happened to be viewing
of acquaintances to find each other. Is this each others MySpace profiles simultanelove at first sight or the desperation to ously while sipping Indonesian Java at
secure that tooth
adjacent tables. The
male generally tops
friend? This is the
"The Facebook couple,
the scales a few
foundation
of the
pounds shy of the
"Facebook
couple."
triple-digit mark and
You know the type —
the Fabulous couple.,
shares his jeans with
the relationship status
his nine-year-old sisand pictures change
the God couple... "
ter.
hourly and their love is
Liberty has an abundance of the final
ultimately put to the test when the network is down. Their "wall" is consumed couple — the "God couple." Some of these
with midnight messages about how they relationships are zealous, some are boring
pine for each other and yearn for just and all are strange but the "God Couple" is
another romantic meal at the Hangar. the hardest to deal with. They met at
Before class, this couple can be found Super Conference, which was obviously a
locked in an embrace, as if the male were sign for them to pursue a life as one. These
Johnny Reb going off to fight the Yanks. are the people that believe that because
He is actually going to GNED, but that is they are so unable to think for themselves
that even the smallest decision cannot be
irrelevant to their desire.
Next you have the "Fabulous couple." made without a miraculous sign from
These are usually from a tropical state. above. Every little detail is micromanaged
They are two potential Hollister models — the daily reading of the Joshua Harris
that attained some level of questionable library, the controversial arguments about
status in their beachside high school. They the purity of hand-holding, and the refusal
are bound together by their belief that they to acknowledge the lustful desire to hug
are the best looking people on campus. for a few extra nano-seconds. When the
They complain about the cold, they com- milk turns sour in these relationships, the
plain about how they left paradise — in man is usually the offender here. The
fact they complain about everything. They worst thing I've ever heard one of these
often reside in the LaHaye Student Center, guys say — and this is true, scouts honor —
both fashionably outfitted — he admiring is that he wasn't dating his girlfriend, he
his tan abdomen in the mirror under his was "discipling" her. There are certainly
five performance layers of Under Armour, many more types of couples to cover such
and she prancing around as if she was as the "Miserable Couple" and the "LCA
actually exercising in her Chanel sweat couple," but space won't allow it. Tune in
suit. Directly after putting out the vibe in next week for part duex.
the weight room, they hop in his tricked
out Civic — or BMW, if daddy really likes
Contact Jay Guthrie at jtguthrie@
him — turn up Usher's latest offering, and liberty.edu.

All 62,000 square feet of the Tolsma
Track Center came in handy on Thursday,
Oct. 26, when over 1,300 job seekers filed
in to attend the Future Focus Expo.
During the event, representatives from
Areva, Genworth Financial, Centra
Health, Clear Channel Radio and BWXT
Technology spoke about their organizations' growth and future workforce needs.
With 44 exhibiting companies, attendees
were given the opportunity to create contacts with many potential employers.
Region 2000, Virginia's Workforce
Investment Board, selected the companies
who participated in Future Focus.
"We opened it up to companies that
were looking to hire qualified workers,"
said Jonathon Whitt, event coordinator
for Future Focus.
According to Whitt, there is an increasing amount of competition between
organizations for skilled workers. Region
2000 organizes job fairs like Future Focus
to give employers a better opportunity to
find workers with specific qualifications.
"They are looking to employ those with
degrees or several years of experience in a
field," Whitt said. However, Whitt
explained that organizations are more
interested in experience than in college
degrees and advised that students take
advantage of internship opportunities.
"Letters of recommendation can go a long
way to securing the type of job that you

want. Experience is a factor and it's
becoming more of a factor," Whitt said.
Senior Holly Clements is a public relations major who attended the Expo in
search of internship opportunities.
"There was a definite sense of openness
to employing students and recent graduates," Clements said. "I think employers
are impressed by the mere fact that a student takes the time to come to the event.
It shows they are self-motivated, goal-oriented, forward-thinking and interested in
personal improvement," she said.
Clements acquired information about
starting her own business, spoke with representatives from Lynchburg City and
First National Bank of Altavista and discussed internship opportunities with
Valtim.
The Future Focus Expo proved to be a
success for all who attended.
"There's no doubt that many of the students who visited those booths will be
working for those companies before this
time next year," said Executive Vice
President Dr. Barry Moore, Liberty's
Future Focus Representative.
Moore fully anticipates that Future
Focus will double in size next fall.
"Region 2000 and Liberty University
did a really great thing in bringing together all these companies and their future
needs. Our students really appreciated it,"
Moore said.
Contact Mandi Corbett at
@liberty.edu.

A small gift...
A big difference.
See the WorldHelp Christmas Orphan ad,
PadeB6

BARRICK: Family recovering
Continued from A1

According to WSET, Peters was also driving
without a seatbelt.
According to the News & Advance, Dr. Jerry
Falwell contacted Hindson to inform him
about the accident and Hindson was already
on Waterlick Road in traffic behind the accident.
Falwell told Hindson to get to the scene even
ifhehadtowalk.
"They had no warning and no opportunity
to avoid (the oncoming car)," said Godwin.
Several helicopters flew in along with several emergency work crews. The family was
transported to Lynchburg General, UVa
Medical Center and Roanoke Memorial.
Jen is a student at Liberty Christian
Academy. Her head trauma is "very, very
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serious" and she had not regained consciousness at press time. She was airlifted to UVa
Medical Center and is in critical condition.
Andy, who was transported to Roanoke
Memorial Hospital, suffered head trauma
and a fractured hip joint. He will be going
into surgery within three to five days. He is
listed in fair condition. Linda went into surgery Monday afternoon at Lynchburg
General Hospital for a broken arm, broken
ribs and a broken leg. Josh was the least
injured and suffered a broken nose and lacerations. He was initially taken to Roanoke
Memorial to be with his father but was later
moved to the Carilion Medical Center for
Children in Roanoke.
Contact Joanne Tang at jtang@liberty.edu.
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received
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Liberty University mission statement.
Send letters to: Liberty Champion,
Liberty University, Box 2000,
Lynchburg, \'A 24506 or drop off in
DeMoss Hall 1035.
The Champion is available online
at: www.liberty.edu/info/champion.
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UNITED WAY: Help others in need by enjoying a meal
Every restaurant in Lynchburg was asked if it wanted to
take part in this fundraiser.
"I think it is encouraging to hear that there are businesses
According to an informational brochure, United Way's pur- out there that are working hard to tie the community togethpose has been for the last 85 years to "(identify the) region's er. I'm impressed," said senior music education major Lisa
most critical human service needs and (fund) local organiza- Johnson.
tions proven to have the greatest impact in addressing those
Last year, Charley's was the only restaurant to take part in
needs."
the inaugural "Go Out To Eat Day,"
One out of every 2.2 people in Central Virginia was served
"There is no real personal benefit for our restaurant by parby United Way in 2005, according to its Web site. The organ- ticipating in this event," said Charley's local franchise owner
ization is in existence to help children establish their roots, Rob Pearson. "We benefit by contributing money to United
strengthen families and individuals, reinforce the impor- Way, which does a good job of researching who is in need and
tance of healthy and independent individuals and help peo- following through with appointing its money to those people in crisis.
ple."
While helping to provide funding for 65 regional human
More information regarding "Go Out To Eat Day" can be
service programs at 31 non-profit organizations United Way found at www.unitedwaycv.org or by calling (434) 846-8467.
still continues to tap into additional resources in its community.
Contact Linda Laferriere at Idlaferriere@Iiberty.edu.

Continued from page 1

United Way
of Central Virginia

MILITARY: Honoring armed forces crucial'j ID: Shred your

credit card offers

Continued from page 1

"Instead of having questions prepared beforehand, I think we're just going to have open mics
and let the students ask whatever questions
they want," he said.
Honeycutt has been working with local military officials to plan other events and activities
throughout the day.
"We've had some great stuff over the years,"
he said. "We've had repelling demonstrations
on the soccer field. We had a Blackhawk helicopter sit down there as well. You never really
know what is going to happen until you get closer to the date."
There are certain things that students and
faculty can definitely expect to sec.
"The Marines are a mainstay. They are always
here with their pull-up challenge, and they will
have some giveaways like T-shirts, cups and
lanyards," Honeycutt said.
Both the Marines and the Army National
Guard will be bringing their officially painted
humvees and other equipment, such as weapons
and vehicles.
Much of it will be located in the north P-i
parking lot, where people can come by to
observe and ask questions.
Honeycutt hopes that the military presence
on campus throughout the course of the day will
reinforce the message regarding the men and
women of the armed services.
"Do not take the freedoms and the liberties of
this wonderful land for granted," he said. "It is
crucial that we honor the people who maintain
those freedoms."
Contact Joshua King at

jlking@liberty.edu.

Continued from page 1

KEVIN GEIDD

FLAGS OF OUR FATHERS — Some of the military personnel who participated in this
summer's Healing Field will return to the Liberty campus Nov. 8 for Military Appreciation Day.

GETS THE ADRENAL!NE GOING.
YOURS AND WHOEVER READS ABOUT
IT ON YOUR RESUMI

"Most people would not think of digging through a smelly
garbage can to locate credit card numbers, but ambitious
thieves who have a strong profit motive don't mind," said
Brunson.
Once identity thieves have obtained your credit card offers,
they can send in the application with your name already preprinted. They are then able to run up a bill under your name
and have the bill sent to a separate address.
Debit cards are also a prime target for identity thieves.
Debit cards, unlike credit cards, do not require any identification other than your personal identification number (PIN).
While you are withdrawing cash from an ATM, criminals can
simply look over your shoulder or use a camera phone to get
your PIN. Once they have that, all they have to do is steal
your debit card.
While the threat of identity theft is ever present on college
campuses, there are several easy steps students can take in
order to safeguard their personal information. The first is
just being aware of the danger.
"Be mindful that you have something of value and that
there are people in our society who want to take it from you,"
said Parke.
Students must then be willing to take the time for a few
simple precautions. These include shredding your credit card
bills and offers, checking your monthly bank statements and
protecting your PIN number. It is also important to keep a
close eye on your credit cards.
"Know where your credit cards are at all times and, sad to
say, don't trust even your best friends to guard the security of
those cards," said Brunson.
Students must also keep in mind that even if they do fall
prey to identity theft, the consequences are not as short-lived
as one might think.
"You have to take the time to clear your name," said Parke.
"There are systems in place to help you do that, but it is
something that will taint you and hang on to you for quite a
few years."
Contact Joshua King at jlking@liberty.edu.

LibertySpringBreak.com

<S>

MAYO CLINIC

SUMMER III
FOR JUNIOR NURSING STUDENTS

We invite you to explore the Summer III Student Nursing
Experience with Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota. This
program is for junior-year students of a four-year baccalaureate
nursing program. The Summer III program is a paid nursing
experience that begins in early June and lasts for 10 weeks. This
is a supervised nursing program that allows students to work
alongside an RN Clinical Coach.
This program also provides subsidized housing for students.
For more information, and to view a short video about the
Summer III program, please visit our website or contact:

Mayo Clinic
Human Resources, OE-4
200 1st Street SW
Rochester, MN 5 5 9 0 5
ph: 800-562-7984
e-mail: summer3@mayo.3du

Application Deadline: January 15, 2007
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Future Focus Expo a 'success' in
giving students opportunities
By Mandi Corbett
LIFBI REPORTER

This week I have the first part of a two- drive to the dining hall as if they are in the
part series, called "Love at Liberty."
real "O.C."
Scenario: Two eager singles walk down
On the other hand, you have the couple
the hallway. Eye contact is made. A pecu- who despises the "Fabulous Couple." This
liar grin is exchanged, and all is finished match is known as the "Scene couple." The
with the classic turn-around glance. It is majority of these rebellious youth met at
then a race to the keyboards to see who the Drowsy Poet — not in person, mind
will be the first to navigate through a series you, but they just happened to be viewing
of acquaintances to find each other. Is this each others MySpace profiles simultanelove at first sight or the desperation to ously while sipping Indonesian Java at
secure that 100th
adjacent tables. The
friend? This is the
male generally tops
foundation
of the
The Facebook couple.
the scales a few
"Facebook
couple."
pounds shy of the
You know the type —
triple-digit mark and
the Fabulous couple..
the relationship status
shares his jeans with
and pictures change
his nine-year-old sisthe God couple... "
hourly and their love is
ter.
ultimately put to the test when the netLiberty has an abundance of the final
work is down. Their "wall" is consumed couple — the "God couple." Some of these
with midnight messages about how they relationships are zealous, some are boring
pine for each other and yearn for just and all are strange but the "God Couple" is
another romantic meal at the Hangar. the hardest to deal with. They met at
Before class, this couple can be found Super Conference, which was obviously a
locked in an embrace, as if the male were sign for them to pursue a life as one. These
Johnny Reb going off to fight the Yanks. are the people that believe that because
He is actually going to GNED, but that is they are so unable to think for themselves
irrelevant to their desire.
that even the smallest decision cannot be
Next you have the "Fabulous couple." made without a miraculous sign from
These are usually from a tropical state. above. Every little detail is micromanaged
They are two potential Hollister models — the daily reading of the Joshua Harris
that attained some level of questionable library, the controversial arguments about
status in their beachside high school. They the purity of hand-holding, and the refusal
are bound together by their belief that they to acknowledge the lustful desire to hug
are the best looking people on campus. for a few extra nano-seconds. When the
They complain about the cold, they com- milk turns sour in these relationships, the
plain about how they left paradise — in man is usually the offender here. The
fact they complain about everything. They worst thing I've ever heard one of these
often reside in the LaHaye Student Center, guys say — and this is true, scouts honor —
both fashionably outfitted — he admiring is that he wasn't dating his girlfriend, he
his tan abdomen in the mirror under his was "discipling" her. There are certainly
five performance layers of Under Armour, many more types of couples to cover such
and she prancing around as if she was as the "Miserable Couple" and the "LCA
actually exercising in her Chanel sweat couple," but space won't allow it. Tune in
suit. Directly after putting out the vibe in next week for part duex.
the weight room, they hop in his tricked
out Civic — or BMW, if daddy really likes
Contact Jay Guthrie at jtguthrie@
him — turn up Usher's latest offering, and liberty.edu.

All 62,000 square feet of the Tolsma
Track Center came in handy on Thursday,
Oct. 26, when over 1,300 job seekers filed
in to attend the Future Focus Expo.
During the event, representatives from
Areva, Genworth Financial, Centra
Health, Clear Channel Radio and BWXT
Technology spoke about their organizations' growth and future workforce needs.
With 44 exhibiting companies, attendees
were given the opportunity to create contacts with many potential employers.
Region 2000, Virginia's Workforce
Investment Board, selected the companies
who participated in Future Focus.
"We opened it up to companies that
were looking to hire qualified workers,"
said Jonathon Whitt, event coordinator
for Future Focus.
According to Whitt, there is an increasing amount of competition between
organizations for skilled workers. Region
2000 organizes job fairs like Future Focus
to give employers a better opportunity to
find workers with specific qualifications.
"They are looking to employ those with
degrees or several years of experience in a
field," Whitt said. However, Whitt
explained that organizations are more
interested in experience than in college
degrees and advised that students take
advantage of internship opportunities.
"Letters of recommendation can go a long
way to securing the type of job that you

want. Experience is a factor and it's
becoming more of a factor," Whitt said.
Senior Holly Clements is a public relations major who attended the Expo in
search of internship opportunities.
"There was a definite sense of openness
to employing students and recent graduates," Clements said. "I think employers
are impressed by the mere fact that a student takes the time to come to the event.
It shows they are self-motivated, goal-oriented, forward-thinking and interested in
personal improvement," she said.
Clements acquired information about
starting her own business, spoke with representatives from Lynchburg City and
First National Bank of Altavista and discussed internship opportunities with
Valtim.
The Future Focus Expo proved to be a
success for all who attended.
"There's no doubt that many of the students who visited those booths will be
working for those companies before this
time next year," said Executive Vice
President Dr. Barry Moore, Liberty's
Future Focus Representative.
Moore fully anticipates that Future
Focus will double in size next fall.
"Region 2000 and Liberty University
did a really great thing in bringing together all these companies and their future
needs. Our students really appreciated it,"
Moore said.
Contact Mandi Corbett at
@liberty.edu.

alcorbett
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A big difference.
See the WorlaHelp Christmas O r p h a n ad,
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BARRICK: Family recovering
serious" and she had not regained consciousness at press time. She was airlifted to UVa
According to WSET, Peters was also driving Medical Center and is in critical condition.
without a seatbelt.
Andy, who was transported to Roanoke
According to the News & Advance, Dr. Jerry Memorial Hospital, suffered head trauma
Falwell contacted Hindson to inform him and a fractured hip joint. He will be going
about the accident and Hindson was already into surgery within three to five days. He is
on Waterlick Road in traffic behind the acci- listed in fair condition. Linda went into surdent.
gery Monday afternoon at Lynchburg
Falwell told Hindson to get to the scene even General Hospital for a broken arm, broken
ribs and a broken leg. Josh was the least
ifhehadtowalk.
"They had no warning and no opportunity injured and suffered a broken nose and lacerations. He was initially taken to Roanoke
to avoid (the oncoming car)," said Godwin.
Several helicopters flew in along with sev- Memorial to be with his father but was later
eral emergency work crews. The family was moved to the Carilion Medical Center for
transported to Lynchburg General, UVa Children in Roanoke.
Medical Center and Roanoke Memorial.
Jen is a student at Liberty Christian
Contact Joanne Tang at jtang@liberAcademy. Her head trauma is "very, very ty.edu.
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UNITED WAY: Help others in need by enjoying a meal

Continued from page 1

According to an informational brochure, United Way's purpose has been for the last 85 years to "(identify the) region's
most critical human service needs and (fund) local organizations proven to have the greatest impact in addressing those
needs."
One out of every 2.2 people in Central Virginia was served
by United Way in 2005, according to its Web site. The organization is in existence to help children establish their roots,
strengthen families and individuals, reinforce the importance of healthy and independent individuals and help people in crisis.
While helping to provide funding for 65 regional human
service programs at 31 non-profit organizations United Way
still continues to tap into additional resources in its community.

Every restaurant in Lynchburg was asked if it wanted to
take part in this fundraiser.
"I think it is encouraging to hear that there are businesses
out there that are working hard to tie the community together. I'm impressed," said senior music education major Lisa
Johnson.
Last year, Charley's was the only restaurant to take part in
the inaugural "Go Out To Eat Day,"
"There is no real personal benefit for our restaurant by participating in this event,'' said Charley's local franchise owner
Rob Pearson. "We benefit by contributing money to United
Way, which does a good job of researching who is in need and
following through with appointing its money to those people."
More information regarding "Go Out To Eat Day" can be
found at www.unitedwaycv.org or by calling (434) 846-8467.

United Way
of Central Virginia

Contact Linda Laferriere at ldlaferriere@liberty.edu.

MILITARY: Honoring armed forces 'crucial' ID:

Shred your
credit card offers

Continued from page 1

"Instead of having questions prepared beforehand, I think we're just going to have open mics
and let the students ask whatever questions
they want," he said.
Honeycutt has been working with local military officials to plan other events and activities
throughout the day.
"We've had some great stuff over the years,"
he said. "We've had repelling demonstrations
on the soccer field. We had a Blackhawk helicopter sit down there as well. You never really
know what is going to happen until you get closer to the date."
There are certain things that students and
faculty can definitely expect to sec.
"The Marines are a mainstay. They are always
here with their pull-up challenge, and they will
have some giveaways like T-shirts, cups and
lanyards," Honeycutt said.
Both the Marines and the Army National
Guard will be bringing their officially painted
humvees and other equipment, such as weapons
and vehicles.
Much of it will be located in the north P-i
parking lot, where people can come by to
observe and ask questions.
Honeycutt hopes that the military presence
on campus throughout the course of the day will
reinforce the message regarding the men and
women of the armed services.
"Do not take the freedoms and the liberties of
this wonderful land for granted," he said. "It is
crucial that we honor the people who maintain
those freedoms."
Contact Joshua King at

jlking@liberty.edu.

Continued from page 1

KEVIN GEIDD

FLAGS OF OUR FATHERS — Some of the military personnel who participated in this
summer's Healing Field will return to the Liberty campus Nov. 8 for Military Appreciation Day.

GETS THE ADRENALINE GOING.
r YOURS AND WHOEVER READS ABOUT
T ON YOUR RESUME.

"Most people would not think of digging through a smelly
garbage can to locate credit card numbers, but ambitious
thieves who have a strong profit motive don't mind," said
Brunson.
Once identity thieves have obtained your credit card offers,
they can send in the application with your name already preprinted. They are then able to run up a bill under your name
and have the bill sent to a separate address.
Debit cards are also a prime target for identity thieves.
Debit cards, unlike credit cards, do not require any identification other than your personal identification number (PIN).
While you are withdrawing cash from an ATM, criminals can
simply look over your shoulder or use a camera phone to get
your PIN. Once they have that, all they have to do is steal
your debit card.
While the threat of identity theft is ever present on college
campuses, there are several easy steps students can take in
order to safeguard their personal information. The first is
just being aware of the danger.
"Be mindful that you have something of value and that
there are people in our society who want to take it from you,"
said Parke.
Students must then be willing to take the time for a few
simple precautions. These include shredding your credit card
bills and offers, checking your monthly bank statements and
protecting your PIN number. It is also important to keep a
close eye on your credit cards.
"Know where your credit cards are at all times and, sad to
say, don't trust even your best friends to guard the security of
those cards," said Brunson.
Students must also keep in mind that even if they do fall
prey to identity theft, the consequences are not as short-lived
a.s one might think.
"You have to take the time to clear your name," said Parke.
"There are systems in place to help you do that, but it is
something that will taint you and hang on to you for quite a
few years."
Contact Joshua King atjlking@liberty.edu.

LibertySpringBreak.com

VP

MAYO CLINIC

SUMMER III
FOR JUNIOR NURSING STUDENTS

We invite you to explore the Summer III Student Nursing
Experience with Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota. This
program is for junior-year students of a four-year baccalaureate
nursing program. The Summer III program is a paid nursing
experience that begins in early June and lasts for 10 weeks. This
is a supervised nursing program that allows students to work
alongside an RN Clinical Coach.
This program also provides subsidized housing for students.
For more information, and to view a short video about the
Summer III program, please visit our website or contact:

Mayo Clinic
Human Resources, OE-4
200 1st Street SW
Rochester, MN 5 5 9 0 5
ph: 800-562-7984
e-mail: summer3@mayo.§du

Sophomores... to apply for the Leader's Training Course,
call 434-592-3828 or e-mail armyrotc@liberty.edu
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Application Deadline: January 15, 2007
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OPINION

"People often say that, in a democracy, decisions are made by a mqjonty of
the people. Of course, that is not time. Decisions are made by a majority of
those who make themselves heard and who vote - a very different thing."
— Walter H. Judd, founder of American Freedom Coalition

Mud-stained politics
Will dirty campaign ads keep voters home?
and Webb's campaign behavior has attracted national
attention for its notoriously
low blows.

As citizens of a democratic society, we have been afforded
a right not availed to most of the world's population — the
ability to vote for our political leaders.
Politicians in general don't have an upstanding reputation
in society. They are commonly deemed as insincere, yet
highly motivated, individuals who are playing for their own
selfish interests. Maybe I am clinging to youthful, idealistic
hopes, but I still believe politicians should conduct themselves as persons of intellect and integrity and not as eighth
graders during recess.
Admittedly, I laughed when I saw huge signs across the
Virginia countryside with the words "We need Webb and
Weed." Humorous, I thought, considering they are both
anti-war Vietnam veterans (Al Weed is the Democrat running for Congress). I also found it comical that Allen's campaign Web site pictures him standing in front of a football
stadium and that Allen's "trademark" is a football he carries
around with him to campaign events. Kind of like the jock
running for student body president.

"...(Both) Allen and Webb
are up to their necks in Virginia red clay."
George Allen and Jim Webb's race for the Senate seat has
proved to provide no end of entertainment, and disappointment, in past months. I'm not a resident of Virginia, so I
won't be voting for either. Nor do I affiliate with either's
political party. I am a registered Independent, and though
my beliefs lean more towards one party than the other, I still
believe in the importance of independent thought and coming to conclusions about issues from a biblical perspective,
rather than toting a party line.
Unfortunately, political campaigns often turn into verbal
sparring between the Democrat and Republican candidates,
who inevitably target the other's personal character. Allen

In September, Allen and
Webb dragged out a spat
over whether or not Reagan
was a proponent of Webb
and if it was appropriate or
not for Webb to use a letter
hilarydyer
from Reagan as part of his
campaign, as reported by the Roanoke Times Web site. A
legitimate concern, as it was in regard to a former President
who is now deceased. It was probably the only warranted dispute concerning the campaign's television advertisements.
According to the Richmond Times-Dispatch Web site,
during a campaign event in August, Allen called a Webb aide
"macaca." Allen later apologized and told the public he didn't intend the word to be used as a racial slur, but that it was
simply a word he had "made up." In the mean time, Webb's
campaign dug into Allen's past and, in its next series of television ads, accused Allen of being a racist bigot, pointing to
his behavior during his college years and the fact that he had
put a Confederate flag on display in his law office.
The Allen campaign returned fire by airing a television
advertisement that alleged Webb was a sexist. The ad
referred back to Webb's military service and his treatment of
women, alleging that Webb was a derogative male chauvinist.
The Allen campaign also published sexually explicit excerpts
taken from Webb's novels, implying that the works were
reflective of Webb's personal convictions.
As of Sunday, Nov. 5, Webb leads Allen by a mere one percent (which is within the four percent margin for error),
according to a poll compiled and published by the Richmond
Times-Dispatch. Perhaps this is because both Allen and
Webb are up to their necks in Virginia red clay.
Both men have displayed immature behavior during the
campaign, leaving Virginia residents to question their honor

and reliability. The candidates have spent their efforts on
name-calling, ignoring their responsibility to inform the people of where they stand on the issues and how they intend to
represent the people of Virginia. Because of their failure to
speak out on the issues, many residents will go to the polls
voting according to the information they heard on the advertisements, rather than the truth.
While both candidates have highlighted certain issues in
their campaign, their stance on other important issues has
not been voiced to the public. Webb has won the approval of
many due to his plans to make college tuition tax deductible
and raise minimum wage in Virginia. At a time when Americans are growing tired of the war with Iraq, Webb advocates
ending the war and bringing the troops home as soon as possible. Other issues that Webb is less likely to broadcast on television can be found on his campaign Web site. According to
the site, Webb supports Roe vs. Wade and embryonic stem
cell research.
Allen is a proponent of parental notification for minors
seeking to obtain an abortion and sponsored the Unborn
Victims of Violence Act. According to Allen's Web site and
his past voting record, Allen advocates cutting taxes and
restricting government spending. Allen also is a strong proponent for amending the state constitution to define marriage and amending the national constitution to make the
desecration of the American flag an illegal act.
Allen and Webb's behavior during the campaign has the
potential to keep some voter's sitting at home on Election
Day. If Virginia residents are like myself, they are disappointed in both candidates and are simply eager for Nov. 7 to
pass so that they can turn on the television without being
bombarded by politicians making personal smears.
Despite their shared enjoyment of mudslinging, Allen and
Webb take significantly different stances on important issues
- issues that require careful forethought and that certainly
make the trip to the voting booths worthwhile.
Contact Hilary Dyer at

hadyer@liberty.edu.
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| J r ) • Do you vote by absentee ballot? Why or why not?

"I believe that 1 should receive an
absentee ballot so that I can participate in the country's political activities. How can 1 complain about the
government if I don't take action
and do my part?"
-Bethany Martin, Soph.
Beverly, Ohio

"Americans have gone through a lot
in order to secure the right to
choose our leaders. Because of this
it is not only important that we vote
via absentee ballots, but it is our
duty."
—Kyle Van Altlmis, Supli.
Sherburne, N.Y.

'To voice your opinions and stand
up for what you believe. People who
don't vote don't have a right to
disagree with the government."

"It's important because a vote
counts. It can make a difference."

—Jodie Davis, Sr.

-Christine Avery, 1M\
Clinton, Md.

San Diego, Calif.

"It is our responsibility to elect leaders that hold to a biblical ethic and
to hold the government accountable
with our votes. God formlates the
institution of government - therefore, we should participate."
—Alex Matthews, IT.
Palm Harbor, Ma.

"As Christians, 1 think it is very!
important to do our part to elect
officials who have a voting record
that reflects biblical morals. 1 have
already sent my absentee ballot
back to New York."
—John Fazio, Soph.
Norwich, N.Y.
SlI.l'HANIK KAI'AIV.
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COMMENTARY
"Darwin's Rottweiler"
makes a nasty attack
on God, Christianity
and Liberty University
Lynchburg, Va., was recently
graced by the presence of an intellectual giant - Oxford's own
Richard Dawkins. Dr. Dawkins dubbed "Darwin's Rottweiler" for
his aggressive stance in favor of
Darwinian evolution - presented
the Philip Thayer Memorial
Lecture at Randolph Macon
Women's College on Oct. 23,
2006, to promote his new book,
"The God Delusion." Although his
talk was entertaining, it lacked
any merit as a scientific lecture. It
was essentially a 45-minute tirade
against the God of the Old
Testament, which began by
describing God as "a misogynistic,
homophobic, racist, infanticidal,
genocidal, filicidal, pestilential,
megalomaniacal, sadomasochistic, capriciously malevolent
bully." This was followed by about
10 minutes of irrelevant scientific
exposition on the electromagnetic
spectrum, but this inclusion
allowed Dawkins to stamp his
God-directed hate speech with the
authority of Science.
That Dawkins would use the
word "bully" to describe God is
especially ironic. The Rottweiler
insulted theistic members of the
audience throughout his lecture,
even bringing at least one visiting
Liberty University student to tears
through his derogatory verbal
abuse following her innocent
question, "What if you're
wrong?". For an Oxford
University professor with decades
of education and experience
under his belt to treat a young college undergraduate as he did
smacks of the very definition of
bully to my mind. But no bother.
When another Christian student
declared that he'd never before
been so "insulted and amused at
the same time", Dawkins actually
claimed he had not insulted the
man, only his God. Never mind
that during his lecture he proclaimed any believer in God to be
both stupid and unintelligent.
Anyone who can perform that
degree of doublethink truly is
deluded.
Dawkins made a number of
startling statements without providing the data to back them up.
For example, he claimed, "Many
more people are atheists than is
widely recognized." That, of
course, is a rather odd statement
given that Gallup polls consistently report that less than five percent of the American public identify themselves as atheists (the latest poll in June 2006 indicated
only three percent of Americans
don't believe in God). But
Dawkins won't be distracted by
actual data, as evidenced by his

mockery of LU scientists for positing that fossilized dinosaur bones
are thousands, not millions of
years old, while neglecting the
valid concerns associated with
evolutionary dating methods
(Trends. Genet. (2004) Vol.20
pgs.80-86) and the recent discovery that many dinosaur bones still
contain soft tissue (Science
(2005) vol.307 pgs.1952-1955).
(Note that both citations refer to
papers written by evolutionary
scientists, not creationists).
Additionally, LU and other entities have sent dinosaur bones as
blind samples to national radiocarbon dating labs and received
back dates ranging from 10,000
to 20,000 years for the bone samples.
When pressed on issues such as
the origin of morality or providing
a materialistic explanation of the
mind, Dawkins constructed straw
men and smokescreens to side
step the issues. His response to
the morality question was essentially that it was evolutionarily
favorable to develop codes of right
and wrong, such as "rape is bad."
The problem with such an answer
is that it does not really address
how such codes came to be, and it
appeals to the norm. If rape were
an accepted societal norm, for
example, the answer would neces-

sarily have been like this: It was
evolutionarily favorable to develop such codes, as "rape is good."
One' would like to think that a
member of the academic intelligentsia with the prestigious titles
held by Dr. Dawkins would
behave in a civilized manner
when visiting a foreign country to
promote a book, but sadly that
was not the case at R-MWC.
Perhaps even more shocking to
me, however, was the warm
reception he received from our
"friends" at R-MWC. When
Dawkins flatly stated that Liberty
University should not be accredited and all LU students should flee
to "real" universities, the house
roared with cheers. While I hold
no grudges and hope the recent
decision to go co-ed will restore RMWC's enrollment, I was disappointed in our academic neighbor
to say the least. Dawkins' idea
that a Christian scholar is no
scholar at all seems dangerously
reminiscent to me of Marxism
and is one that all institutions of
higher education would do well to
avoid.

Dining with demons:
Is "magic" acceptable for Christians?
A fatal disease has
infiltrated
Christianity. It's a
cancerous tumor
that is spreading
rapidly. The disease
is compromise. This
issue is prevalent
with magic, a concept that should
repulse a consistent
davidthomDSOn
Christian. MerriamWebster's Dictionary defines magic this way — "the
use of means (as charms or spells) believed to have
supernatural power over natural forces: magic rites
or incantations; an extraordinary power or influence
seemingly from a supernatural source: something
that seems to cast a spell." Yet many Christians compromise on magic for the sake of entertainment or
"free thought."
'

tify the amount of darkness that had to be uncovered
first?
<,
Paul asks in 1 Corinthians 6:14-16, "...Whatfellow;
ship has light with darkness.... Or what portion doe?
a believer share with an unbeliever? What agreement
has the temple of God with idols?"

A blatant instance of this compromise is the
acceptance of J.K. Rowling's "Harry Potter" books.
Considering that the book covers show the protagonist riding on a broomstick and standing at a witch's
cauldron, it's difficult to justify. Rowling is clearly giving a nod to the classic conception of the occult witch.
Without trying to justify the witchcraft as "science" or
"superpowers," how can Christians honestly stick up
for such an obvious affront to their faith?

In one instance, Taliesin, in a conflict with a druid,
puts hisfingerto his lips and repeats a nonsense word
three times - "Blwerm, blwerm, blwerm." Instantly,
the druid can only speak nonsense, and the situation
is neutralized. Taliesin attributes the power to that of
God. However, even the mysterious, transcendent
God of the Old Testament, who turned water to blood
and staves into snakes, did not work with spells or
nonsensical chants but required direct prayer.

To John Granger's book "Looking for God in Harry
Potter," my answer is simple. As a philosopher, I can
accept that "All truth is God's truth." But following
that line of reasoning, one could argue that literally
anything can be used to Show a truth about the world.
Graphic, sensational evil could be used to explore the
depravity of man, but does the minimal discovery jus-

In light of this, I raise myfinalcomplaint, the classic story of Cinderella — a poor girl with a wicked
stepmother and sisters, who has nothing going for
her. Then, poof! A "fairy godmother" steps in to assist
her.

Dr. Daniel Howell
Associate Professor of Biology
Liberty University
Contact Dr. Howell at dhowell@liberty.edu.

A well-respected icon in the world of Christian fic-tion, Steven Lawhead, authors books dealing with
mostly Celtic historical fiction - leaning heavily
toward the mystical. The first book in Lawhead's
acclaimed "Pendragon Cycle," deals with Taliesin, the
predecessor to Merlin, King Arthur's legendary advir
sor. Taliesin is a druid protege, but on one of his trips
to the Otherworld — a mist-filled place that is neither
heaven nor hell, but a place of visions — he comes
into contact with God and is "converted." However,
mysticism and occultism still play a significant role in
his life.

Please see OCCULT, page A6
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Great News!
Liberty Health Services HAS MOVED into a beautiful new,
spacious area on North Campus.
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846-4464
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10 NINTH ST.
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To Find Us: Go to the North Campus Student Entrance - We are just up the hall on
the left (Follow the signs)
We hope you will use us the next time you have a medical need.
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Care Highway: Humanitarian aid goes worldwide
By Cory Palmer
NKWSR1TORIT.R

Chris Morrison, founder of the international humanitarian aid organization Care
Highway, spoke to Liberty students
Tuesday night, Oct. 31.
Morrison informed students about the
history of Care Highway, detailed what his
organization does and encouraged students to become involved in humanitarian
aid.Morrison was encouraged to create
Care Highway when, as a young teacher,
he spent six weeks at a youth center with
refugees and asylum seekers.
Morrison's time there inspired him to
work with humanitarian aid projects
throughout Europe, Asia, Central America
and Africa. While in these war-torn
regions, he assisted in many aid projects
including supplying emergency food and
medicine, helping develop schools and
day care centers and helping people
return home to their families.
Morrison soon decided to create his own
humanitarian aid organization. In 1998,
Care Highway was founded in honor of his
g?

gious affiliation.
Morrison feels that
this enhances
their ability to
assist all who
are in need,
regardless of
religion, culture, or political affiliation.
In addition,
Care Highway
is
operated
entirely
by
volunteers.
No one within
the organization receives
OUVKR Slll-RRI-T
financial
comHELPING HANDS — Care Highway founder Chris Morrison began the organization in 1998, and
pensation
of
it has helped families in impoverished nations ever since.
any kind. All
brother Seari. The organization earned its volunteers pay for their own travel and
name with its initial projects, most of expenses while working in the field.
which involved delivering aid goods by Morrison created the organization under
this strategy so that loo percent of all
motorway.
Care High-way holds no political or reli- donations go directly toward aid.

Since its inception, Care Highway has
expanded all over the world. The organization now has bases in the United States,
Sweden, Africa and Spain. Care Highway
has projects underway in many locations
worldwide. Their newest project is known
as Project Africa. It is designed to supply
doctors in Africa with Internet-ready computers and printers. This will allow them
to access much needed medical data that
they otherwise would not have access to.
Dr. Bruce Bell, Dean of the Liberty
School of Business, invited Morrison to
speak at Liberty.
"I have known Chris Morrison since
Spring 2003 when he served as tour director of the School of Business' annual trip
to Europe," said Bell. "Since then, he has
directed four trips for Liberty University
students and faculty and is scheduled to
do the same for next year's trip to Dublin,
London and Paris."
Bell felt that Liberty University would
be an ideal setting for Morrison to share
the principles of his organization.
"As we initially met Chris Morrison, he
shared his work with Care Highway and
his heart for caring for the
widows and orphans of the
world," said Bell. "My relationship with Chris and the
commitment he has to caring for the less fortunate
encouraged me to provide a
venue for him to share his
concern for the poor and
disadvantaged
of
the
world."
Bell strove to make it
clear that, although he
strongly supports Care
Highway, having Morrison
speak at LU is not an
endorsement of simply one
outreach group but rather
an extension of an opportunity for students to get
involved in humanitarian
aid as a whole..
"There are many ministries for students, faculty
and staff," explained Bell.
"My concern is not that we
select one over another; my
concern is that too many
never choose to support
any relief organization."
Morrison said that students are instructed by the
Bible to assist those who
are less fortunate than
themselves. Students who
want to get involved in Care
Highway can go to the organization's
Web
site,
www.carehighway.org.
From there they can find
information on how to
become a volunteer.

Contact Cory Palmer at
cpalmer2@liberty.edu.
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OCCULT: Are
Christians right
to condone
magical stories?
Continued from page 5
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Now lest you be tempted to
classify these benevolent
characters as angels or messengers of light, take a closer
look and judge them by their
modus operandi.
The fairy godmother sings
a fun little combination of
sounds that really make no
sense - "Salagadoola mechicka boola bibbidi-bobbidiboo. It'll do magic, believe it
or not...."
The fairy godmother is
summoning a supernatural
power from a combination of
words - it's plain, classic
witchcraft, but it's a cute
children's story, so we dismiss the issue.
This should not be a shock,
for we are warned explicitly
in 2 Timothy about "seducing spirits (fairy godmothers) and "doctrines of devils"
(compromise with magic).
Paul clearly states in 2
Corinthians 11 that "even
Satan disguises himself as an
angel of light."
We are fellowshipping at
the table of demons (1
Corinthians 10:20), and trying to justify their choice of
meat. Doesn't it make more
sense to claim the freedom
not to eat?

Contact Davui Thompson at
dbthompson@liberty.edu.

Men's Soccer

Baer's Blathers

The Flames fall in
the semifinals of
the Big South
Tournament.

Matthew Baer
examines the
state of the NFL
at midseason.
Page Ba
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Impressive defense
sparks Flames win
By David Thompson
SHORTS REPORTER

LES SCHOFER

GO ON, BRUSH YOUR SHOULDER OFF — Sophomore running back Zach Terrell (7) runs through a hole Saturday against Western Carolina. Terrell finished with 20 carries for 105 yards and one touchdown. Terrell and injured starter Rashad Jennings split time Saturday, helping the rushing offense total 135 yards in the 21 -0 win.

defending Big South title
By Jake Petersen
SPORTS REPORTER

By Steve Clark
SPORTS REPORTER

Please see BREWINGTON, page B4

Please see FOOTBALL, page B4

Lady Flames fall short while

Dwight
Brewington
thrives despite
impairment
Adversity. The word gets
thrown around a lot in the
realm of sports.
Whether
it's a pro athlete who survived a tough
childhood or
a basketball
team being
Brewington down
big
going into halftime, adversity
is something that a lot of athletes can tell you all about.
When you talk about
Dwight Brewington, though,
the word adversity carries a
special meaning for him.
Not a lot of people know
about Brewington, who
transferred to Liberty from
Big East Conference school
Providence University in
Rhode Island, and the circumstances he's gone through in
his life.

In an impressive show of
strength, Liberty's defense
showed on Saturday why it
was ranked sixth in Division
I-AA earlier this season.
Coming home to a crowd
of 8,286 fans after suffering
four straight losses, three by
a total of six points, Head
Coach Danny Rocco and the
Flames badly needed a win.
That win came in the
form of Liberty's third
defensive shutout of the season as the Flames roughed
up quarterback Spencer
Landis and Western Carolina's offense.
The scoring began early in
the game for the Flames.
Liberty
running
back
Rashad Jennings scored an
early touchdown on the
Flames second drive of the
game, but the Catamounts
were poised to strike back
just as quickly.

On Western Carolina's
third drive, Landis pitched
the ball to running back Darius Fudge, who proceeded to
run 22 yards downfield to
Liberty's 33-yard line.
However, Fudge fumbled
the ball into the hands of
Flames linebacker Brandon
Duke.
"It felt great," said Duke.
"It might have been their
biggest run of the day...and
for them to have a big play
on offense, [for us] to turn it
into a big play on defense,
that's a momentum play."
The momentum of the
game certainly stayed with
the Flames. Nevertheless,
not including touchdowns,
the teams had strikingly
similar offensive numbers.
Though Liberty exited the
first half up 14-0, the display
was by no means overwhelming.

,
1

C O L T FREEMAN

THEY BEAT HIM EARLY AND OFTEN — The Liberty Flames hockey team grabbed two more wins this weekend against
St. Louis University. On Friday, they won a close one before humiliating SLU Saturday, filling the net with 12 goals.

Hockey skates its way up ACHA
rankings with two more wins
By Dave Thompson
SPORTS REPORTER

The Flames have continued to solidify
their place among the contenders in Division-I of the American Collegiate Hockey
Association.
Another pair of wins on the road marked
yet another stepping stone in their steady
rise toward the top, as the Flames put down
the Saint Louis University Billikens, running
their record to 10-3 on the season.
From the standpoint of the players and the
coaches, the first game was less than impressive as Liberty won the contest 5-3. Liberty
Head Coach Kirk Handy continued to place
his characteristic emphasis on "playing for a
full 60 minutes."
"We didn't play all that well," said Handy.
"If the effort had been there consistently, the
score would have been a whole lot different."
The Flames went up 4-1 by the end of the
first period, but the intensity quickly slacked
off. Fortunately for Liberty, Mike Binnie
played a solid game between the pipes, allowing only one goal in each period.
After the first period, the offense was
unable to give him any more than the twopoint cushion with which they eventually
won the game.
"Overall, I think I had a good game," said
Binnie. "It was kind of a grind. We just made
a few mistakes, and in a good game those
mistakes will kill you."
Forward Jordan Wilson agreed. "Sometimes you have to get those wins you have to
grind out," he said. "It's not pretty."
Game two was much prettier for the

Flames, who saw a burst of offensive intensity that seemed to have a mind of its own.
Unlike the previous game's early burst of
four goals, game two saw the first period conclude with Liberty barely in the lead, 3-2.
Then, things really started to pick up.
In the second period, the Flames
outscored St. Louis 3-1 and went into the
final period up by three. Then, in a whirlwind
third, Liberty scored six more goals to the
Billikens zero.
Liberty walked away with a certified
blowout of 12-3. The most impressive performance came from Kevin Dykstra, who
completed a hat trick and also added two
assists.
"It just kept happening," said forward Kyle
Dodgson, who scored only once on the night
but contributed five assists to the effort. "We
just picked up the intensity."
"The guys played really well," said Handy,
comparing the game with the previous
night's contest. "Our guys were really confident (and played) more of a complete game."
The Flames seemed to capitalize on every
mistake by St. Louis, scoring eight of their 12
goals on power plays. Whereas Friday's game
was much more sedate concerning penalties
(26 minutes for Liberty, 22 for St. Louis),
Saturday's contest more than doubled the
total penalty time, with the Flames spending
42 minutes in the box to St. Louis 67.
The Flames came into Friday's contest
having recently jumped to 12th from 15th in
the ACHA's D-I rankings.
Please see HOCKEY, page B2

The Liberty University
women's soccer team, picked
at the start of the season to
successfully defend their Big
South title from last year,
headed into the Big South
tournament this year with
one goal in mind - live up to
the expectations.
After senior Kristin Faxon
came through in the clutch
for the Lady Flames in the
first game, netting a game
winning goal in the second
overtime to propel the team
to a victory over High Point
University, momentum and
destiny seemed to be on Liberty's side.
Even though the Flames
were down 2-1 in the second
half, sophomore Kendall
Bartholomew was able to
convert on a goal in the 65th
minute, sending the game
into overtime.
Faxon finally sent the
Flames to victory, scoring her
second goal of the year.
Head Coach James Price
told libertyflames.com after
the game, "Tonight had more
to do with our character than
anything else. To come from
behind down 2-1 shows our
mettle as a team."

Liberty entered the tournament as the number three
seed, boasting a 6-1-1-conference record. They advanced
to the next round to face off
against second seed Coastal
Carolina.
After a scoreless first half,
an offensive outburst started
by All-Tournament midfielder Mallory Neff and later
followed by seniors Paige
Cheek andfirstteam All-Conference midfielder Mandee
Wheelock gave the Lady
Flames a 3-0 lead.
Coastal Carolina was never
able to put up any points as
Liberty held on for another
victory.
The Lady Flames now had
their shot at repeating last
year's championship.
Their foe once again was
the UNC-Asheville Bulldogs,
which they defeated in last
year's championship game, 3o.
"I thought it was a really
hard fought contest," said
Price to libertyflames.com.
"We performed well with a lot
of solid individual performances. Now we focus on Sunday and we are looking forward to it."

Please see WOMEN'S SOCCER, page B4

CALEB ATKINS

FOCUSED—Junior defenseman Suzanne Edwards (4) stares down her competition. The Lady Flames were unable to defend their Big South title, losing to
UNC-Asheville in a shootout.
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HOCKEY: Flames continue rapid
climb towards top of ACHA
Continued from page B1

Heading to week 10 in the
NFL, every team has played at
least eight games, so therefore I
can do my mid-season review.
My preseason picks were
obviously very faulty, and I've
been catching flak for it.
Pittsburgh, my AFC champion pick, is for all intents and
purposes out of the playoff hunt.
On the other hand, Washington
— my NFC champion pick — is
down, but not yet out.
In the AFC, several teams are
pushing for a spot in the playoff
chase. Well start in the AFC
East, and work our way down to
the NFC west.
New England is a perennial
playoff contender, and nothing
has changed that. After a tough
loss to Indianapolis on Sunday
night, the Patriots are sitting at
6-2 with a division rivalry game
against the Jets upcoming.
If first-year coach Eric
Mangini can upset the Patriots,
that division could get interesting. Even if the Jets win that
important match-up, though,
the Patriots will still win that
division.
We all anticipated the AFC
North to be competitive this
season with the Ravens defense,
Cincinnati's offense, and the
world champions all in the same
division. But the surprising
Ravens have taken the division
by storm with their 6-2 record.
The Bengals sit at 4-4 after a
tough loss to the division leaders on Sunday, falling two
games back with eight to go.
Cincinnati is underperforming
and needs to kick it in gear,
while the Baltimore defense
tears into opponents.
The defending champion
Steelers have matched the
Browns with a paltry 2-6 record
and have honestly looked worse
than the Browns.
They will now be trying to
play the role of spoiler the rest of

the way. The Ravens should
take this division on the
strength of its defense — definitely not its offense. Cincinnati
has the third toughest schedule
down the stretch — according to
its upcoming opponents' winning percentages — and honestly will be lucky to even make it
as a wild card.
In the AFC South, the Colts
have a stranglehold on that division. At 8-0, Indianapolis has a
chance to finish with three or
fewer losses for the second
straight season.
With games against only a
few formidable opponents coming up, I honestly see Indy finishing at 14-2.1 just don't think
they can go undefeated.
For the AFC West, I think
Denver's lack of offense will
eventually kill them, and the last
two weeks Pittsburgh and the
Colts have shown that its
defense is suspect as well. I
think San Diego will take the
division, but Denver will be
right on their heels.
Kansas City has also turned it
on ever since they were shellacked in Pittsburgh three
weeks back, and I look for them
to make some noise.
I expect Jacksonville and
Denver to take the wild cards for
the AFC. The Jaguars have pretty clear sailing besides games
against the Colts and Pats, and
shouldfinishthe season with 12
or 13 wins, while Denver will
hang on to eke out a wild card
berth.
In the NFC, the East is led by
the New York Giants with
Dallas and Philadelphia following close by with 4-4 records.
Washington, as well, has a tiny
prayer after the last-second win
against Dallas Sunday.
Eli Manning has the Giants
clicking, and with a challenging
schedule ahead, they could lose
their grip on the lead. Philly has

the easiest schedule and should
challenge the Giants for the
division win, and with their veteran leadership, I believe they
will.
In the North, Chicago won't
lose the lead. They have a 7-1
record and lead the division by
three games, with the top
defense in the NFL. Without a
full-out meltdown, they take
that division with ease.
The NFC South is led by New
Orleans who is riding Drew
Brees — the most underrated
player in the NFL, I feel — to a
6-2 record. Atlanta is playing
great, but I question its consistency.
New Orleans and Atlanta
both face brutal remaining
schedules, and I feel that the
Saints will take this one in the
end.
In the West, Seattle leads the
division with a 4-3 record
(results of Monday night's game
were not available at press time)
and with a much lighter schedule than St. Louis, I have to go
with the Seahawks to win this
division.
When Matt Hasselbeck and
Shaun Alexander return, this
team could once again be the
class of the NFC.
My wild card picks for the
NFC are simple. Atlanta takes
the first one easy, and I think
that the Rams will slide in with
the second wild card.
My mid-season picks for the
Super Bowl are Chicago and
Indianapolis. This would be a
match-up of polar opposites
considering the Bears weakness
is its offense, and the Colts
weakness is its defense. I just
don't see any team, including
the Bears, stopping this offensive juggernaut fromfinallygetting Peyton Manning his ring.

The next rankings are
set to be released on
November 17, and if the
Flames have anything to
say about it, they should
continue their steady
upward climb.
Next weekend, Liberty
faces the University of
Maryland Terrapins in the
LaHaye Ice Center.
"We just need another
two wins next week,"
Handy said. The Terrapins, also newly promoted
to ACHA D-I, are not currently ranked in the Top
20.
Cor.T FREEMAN

Contact Dave Thompson at dbthompson@liberty.edu.

CRASHING THE BOARDS — Sophomore Pete Masterson finishes a check on
a Duquesne player. Liberty's defense was solid in both nights against St.
Louis, allowing six goals in two games, and winning both.

ALEX TOWERS

Contact Matthew Baer at
mdbaer@liberty.edu.

Dip into something delicious.

PINNED—Liberty's men's wrestling team returned to NCAA Division-I action with a thud — in a good way. The
Flames took two of three matches last weekend in Blacksburg, Va. The Flames' next match will be on Wednesday.

Located on Fort Ave. next to CVS,
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Volleyball drops first home match of year
By Adam Trent
SPORTS REPORTER

The Lady Flames volleyball team went 1-1 at home
this weekend, falling to 3-1 to
Big South Conference regular
season
champion
Winthrop on Friday night
before blazing past High
Point 3-0 Saturday evening.
With the win over High
Point, Liberty has secured a
home match in the first
round of the Big South volleyball tournament.
On Friday night, the
Winthrop Lady Eagles flew
in with 48 straight wins
against Big South opponents.
Despite a strong effort by the
Lady Flames, Winthrop flew
out with its 49th win and
became the first Big South
team to beat Liberty in the
Vines Center this season.
In game one, the Lady
Flames were up 29-28.
However, Winthrop battled
back to win 31-29. With
Liberty's confidence shaken,
the Lady Eagles easily took
game two 30-14 for a 2-0
lead heading into intermission. After the break, the
Lady Flames showed determination and courage as
they won game three 30-28.
This was only the third time
this season that the Lady

Eagles had lost a game in Big
South competition. In game
four, it was tight until the
end when Winthrop took
control and won 30-25 for
the match.
"I liked our ability to come
out in the first game and control the entire first game,"
said Liberty Head Coach
Shane Pinder. "It came down
to 29-28 and we (needed) to
execute one play - we didn't,
and they did. We (went) in
(at) the half and (talked)
about showing some character and fight to put pressure
on them and get into their
heads in case we see them in
(the) tournament, and they
did just that."
Sophomore outside hitter
Kendall Nichols recorded a
double-double in the match
with 10 kills and 11 digs.
Despite
losing
to
Winthrop, Liberty remained
composed and blanked High
Point 3-0 the next night.
Game one was a tight contest
but the Lady Flames came
out on top 33-31. Liberty
took game two without much
fuss, winning 30-21. In game
three, the Lady Flames got
out to a comfortable lead.
The Panthers began clawing
their way back late in the
game but Liberty held on and

won 30-28 for the shutout
victory.
"As a coach, you just try to
focus on getting every point
you can. The players are certainly trying to execute the
game plan. The pressure is
on the players and we just try
to give ourselves the advantage and get the point," said
High Point Head Coach Chad
Esposito about games one
and three.
"You cannot control those
last couple of points," said
Pinder. "You are in a sprint
once you get to that point.
You just hope your kids go
out, execute and not hurt
themselves. At times tonight,
we did that with serving
errors and hitting balls wide.
We try to avoid that and
make them beat us, not beat
ourselves."
For the match, sophomore
outside
hitter
Alysson
Sanders recorded a doubledouble with 12 kills and 13
digs.
Liberty's win means that
all four home sites for the Big
South first round have been
secured. Winthrop earns the
number one seed as a result
of being the regular season
champion.
UNC-Asheville, Liberty
and Birmingham-Southern

will all finish in the top four.
With the loss, High Point is
no longer in contention to
host a first round match but
is the host site for the semifinals and finals.
"We are excited to be here
at home, have the fan support and to not have to travel," said Sanders. Fan support is one thing the Lady
Flames enjoy, as each home
game this season has had
greater attendance and louder fans than in previous
years.
"The atmosphere has been
awesome.... It pumps us up,"
said Sanders.
Before the conference
tournament,
the
Lady
Flames (10-17, 8-5 conference) still have to take on
Atlantic Sun Conference regular season champion East
Tennessee State Tuesday
night at 7 p.m. Tuesday night
is also Senior Night for the
Lady Flames, as senior middle blockers Rachel Denton
and Autum Black will be
honored prior to the match.
Liberty then travels to
Radford on Saturday in a 2
p.m. match to conclude the
regular season.
CALEB ATKINS

Contact Adam Trent at
jatrent@liberty.edu.

SERVED—Sophomore Allyson Sanders (11) serves to get the match started. The
Lady Flames dropped their first home match to Winthrop over the weekend, but
regained compsure to wipe out High Point 3-0 the following evening.

Men's soccer loses in semis as Mahan recieves award
that was fed from Brandon
Patterson into the box where
Darryl Roberts gave it a tip
towards Boateng.
The Liberty University
men's soccer team traveled
In the second half, Birmthis past weekend to Radingham took a mere two
ford University for its final
shots. While Liberty was
games of the season in the
only able to take four shots,
Big South Tournament.
they garnered a second goal
only seven minutes into the
Liberty came into the
half.
tournament fresh off of a
four game winning streak
Toby Lewis gained possession around midfield and
set the ball right in front of
Birmingham's goal for
Adrian Bumbut to beat the
goalkeeper and net another
goal to solidify the 2-0 win.
Since 1999, this was the first
time that the Flames had
won five games in a row.
Going into the semi-final
match, Liberty would face
No. 1 Winthrop University,
the 2-0 winner in an earlier
match with No. 8 VMI.
The Flames played an
incredible first half against
Winthrop, as they not only
shut them out, but did not
even allowing a single shot.
Liberty, on the other hand,
was able to get on the scoreboard only twelve minutes
into the game.
On a corner kick, Patterson was able to set the ball
eight yards out for Bumbut
to head in the first goal of
the game. In the latter part
of the second half, Winthrop
defender Henry Kalungi tied
the game with an incredible
goal.
Overtime play saw both
teams gaining close chances,
but Winthrop finally gained
OLIVER SHBRRET
the upper hand as Kalungi
BOMBS AWAY—Goalie Kevin Mahan, who was awarded as the Big South Co-Scholar Athlete of the Year, prepares to launch a
scored a second time to seal
shot downfield. Mahan and the Flames performed admirably during the Big South Tournament but lost in the second round
the
2-1 victory for the
to eventual champion Winthrop.
Eagles.
ByJenniferSchmidt
SPORTS REPORTER

where it had allowed only
one goal and had posted
three shutouts. With a 4-3
conference record, the
Flames were seeded fourth
in tournament play and
faced number five Birmingham-Southern in their first
game.
The Flames came out
strong from the beginning of
the first half and dominated

BROWNSTDNE
PROPERTIES, INC

t

the game on both ends of the
field. Defensively, the Liberty men only allowed three
shots from BirminghamSouthern while they were
able to rip off nine shots
offensively from seven different contributors.
In the 31st minute, the
Flames found the scoreboard as Joshua Boateng
was able to close on a ball

FedEx Kinko's*

Coach Jeff Alder said,
"This one will sting all year.
They got two fantastic shots
from a great player. It is a
very tough loss."
He admitted that it was
not Liberty's best showing,
but that they still could have
finished the game off with
some of the opportunities
that they had.
Winthrop's head coach,
Rich Posipanko, said, "The
second half and overtime
was a great college game to
watch. Give credit to the
Flames as they played very
hard."
Roberts said, "The first
half against Winthrop was
great. In the second half,
they changed their formation and really pressured us
a lot. It was a really tough
loss."
He went onto say that the
loss came somewhat as a
surprise. "We went into the
tournament saying, 'We are
better than all of these teams
- we have three game(s) and
we're going to go in and win
them,'" said Roberts.
Kevin Mahan, starting
goalie for the Flames in the
last few seasons, posted four
saves in tournament play
and had four shutouts in his
last six games.

"We came out with so
much energy in the first half
that we caught them off
guard. Our defense was
strong," said Mahan of the
Flames' game versus Winthrop.
"Playing with Darryl and
Osei Telesford, two of the
best soccer players to ever
play for Liberty - I couldn't
ask for any more. I wanted
to win those games as much
for them as much or more
than for myself."
Last week Mahan was
announced the co-recipient
of the 2006 Big South CoScholar-Athlete award.
"I was surprised to be
called up as the player from
Liberty and was really surprised when they said I was
co-recipient of the overall
award. I was greatly honored," said Mahan.
"I kept God and my spiritual priorities in line, and he
was able to teach me how to
accomplish everything else.
I have no regrets ending my
time with this team. It has
been a long five years, but
there is still a legacy and
things to be done."
Contact Jennifer Schmidt
atjschmidt@liberty.edu.
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FOOTBALL: Flames garner third shutout,
BREWINGTON: Adjusting
to
Flames
style
on
court
look to end season at home with a bang
Continued from page B1

Continued from page B1

"I was really disappointed at
halftime," Rocco said. "We just
didn't really play the way we're
capable of playing."
Quarterback Brock Smith
echoed the sentiment, saying of
his passing, "It was satisfactory,
but it (could have been) better."
Smith had only 11 completions out of his 20 passing
attempts, with one touchdown
and one interception.
Fortunately for the Flames,
the
interception,
which
occurred in Western Carolina's
end zone, came late in the game
with Liberty already leading 210.

Flames wide receiver Brandon Turner had a breakout day
on offense. He caught seven
passes for 101 yards, including
Smith's lone touchdown.
"We just had to come out
and really establish the offense,"
said Turner. "We know the time
will come...when we'll need to
pass the ball (and) we won't
always have to look for the run."
Indeed, Western Carolina
did an admirable job of slowing
down Liberty's running game,
which has been the backbone of
the Flames offense this season.
Running back Zach Terrell
managed 105 total yards,
including one touchdown.

Sophomore powerhouse
Jennings, who is just coming off
an injury, was targeted and bottled up once again, rushing for
only 38 yards but still managing
to get one of Liberty's three
touchdowns.
In spite of the aggressive
Flames defensive line, Western
Carolina's offense was not without hope.
Fudge continued to prove
himself a formidable opponent
offensively. His numbers - even
down to his #7 jersey— were
nearly identical to Terrell's, as
he rushed for 102 yards on 23
carries. His longest was a 22yard run that resulted in the
early fumble.
"We were confident that this
would be a very competitive
game...even though we knew
Liberty has a good football program," said Western Carolina
Head Coach Kent Briggs. "I
thought we fought hard."
"I knew (Liberty was) pretty
goodagainst the run... (and) the
linebackers fill the gaps pretty
well," said Fudge, "[but] I was
able to take advantage of a couple of creases."
Senior linebacker and defensive captain Manny Rojas did
not let his unit create many of
those creases, as he once again
shouldered the load by leading
the team with 10 tackles, which

was the 10th double-digit game
of his career.
"I'm proud of the way we
played," said Rojas. "We knew
(another shutout) would be a
big step for us as a team."
A shutout is always big news,
and the Flames know something about big news.
Literally, the team is by a few
points shy of having an 8-1
record, as all of the Flames'
losses save the 34-14 loss at
Wake Forest — no. 18 in the latest Division-I AP poll — have
been by single digits.
In wins, however, Rocco and
his team know how to win big.

The average margin of victory
for the Flames this year is 25
points.
With a scoring defense
ranked 15th in the country, the
Flames look to keep this
regained dominance at home
against the 9-0 Buccaneers of
Charleston Southern University.
"Hopefully, they come in 9-0
and we beat them," said Rojas.
"We're looking to win it for
everybody. We definitely want
to go out with a bang."
Contact Dave Thompson at
dbthompson@liberty.edu.

Lies SCHOFER

STIFFED— Junior wide retiever Brandon Turner stiff-arms a Western Carolina
player. Turner had seven catches for 101 yards and one touchdown on the game.

Most people wouldn't be
open with those struggles,
but Brewington doesn't
mind, in fact, he's honest
with people about his deafness and the fact that he
lived in areas where gangs
roamed and academics
weren't exactly stressed.
"Going through what I
went through made me a
stronger
man,"
said
Brewington.
"It made me not give up,
especially when I started
getting recruited by big
name schools. I knew that I
wanted to go to college and
win titles and get my
degree."
When Brewington starts
talking, his willingness to
help others with the gifts
and talents that God has
blessed him with shines
through.
"The thing about Dwight
is that as a teammate, as a
husband and a father, he
just really cares," said Head
Coach Randy Dunton.
"With him transferring
here (and) being such a
major
scorer
for
Providence, we didn't know
how he was going to fit in.
Dwight has come in here so
far with a pass first mentality. He's taken our younger
guys like BJ Jenkins and
Anthony Smith under his
wing, and he's made Larry
Blair a better player with
his passing ability."
Brewington credits his
wife as a major influence
! on his attitude toward basketball, school and life.
"My wife is everything to
me," said Brewington.
"She's
been
there
through everything...and
she's constantly telling me,
'You have to step up, you
have to make the best of
this situation.' She has
made me a better man just
with her understanding
and support. I love my wife
so much."
Brewington has learned
to apply the versatility he
learned off the court to basketball. At Providence,
Brewington was primarily a
scorer.
However, he will be
asked to play many different roles, according to
Dunton. Those plans will
be put on hold until
Brewington is eligible to
play, which will be the first
week in December.
"Dwight has the unique
ability to play anywhere
from the one to the three
for us. He's such a presence
on the floor with his
wingspan and penetration
skills that we feel confident
in him playing point guard
for our team.

WOMEN'S SOCCER: Liberty falls in BSC finals
Continued from page B1

Liberty squared off against
the Bulldogs for the second year
in a row with a Big South title
and an NCAA Tournament
birth.
Both teams were unable to
, put any points on the board at
the end of regulation, resulting
in a scoreless tie.
The deadlock would have to
be broken, thus setting the
stage for one of the most anticipated events in the game of soccer: penalty kicks.
Asheville was set to kick first
and sophomore Juliana Duncan did not waste the opportunity, putting the Bulldogs up 10 as her shot sailed into the
upper left hand corner of the
goal past Liberty goalie Kather-

ine Neff. Mallory Neff
responded with a goal as well
and evened the shootout at 1-1.
Asheville's Ashleigh Carter,
who was named tournament
MVP, put the Bulldogs ahead 21.

The lead did not last long, as
Liberty's Amy Oberlin tied
things up at 2-2. After Robyn
Busha's goal sent Asheville
ahead 3-2, a shot off the foot of
Liberty's Tanya Payne sailed
wide right, giving the Bulldogs
the slim lead.
However, they gave die Lady
Flames a chance to tie the
shootout after Asheville's Kate
Barrow's shot sailed over the
net.
In an attempt to tie things
up, freshman Maggie Woody
stepped up and fired a shot on

Tournesol
Fall Tanning

goal but was shut down by
goalie freshman goalie Veronica
Lazar.
With Liberty still trailing 3-2,
the Bulldogs Meagan Bradham
provided the game winning
goal, sending her shot past Neff.
With the win, Asheville
secured a berth in the NCAA
Tournament and their first Big
South Championship since
1995"We have been on the other
end twice, and it is great to be
on the winning side," said
Asheville Head Coach Michele
Cornish, according to libertyflames.com.
"Our expectations were a lot
less than in past years heading
into the tournament, but our
girls were determined and very
confident."

"UNC Asheville played very
well, especially on defense,"
said Price, according to libertyflames.com.
"Probably over the entire
match, they were the better
team and played well enough to
win. On the other end, we did
not play well enough defensively. We wish them all the
best in the NCAA tournament."
With the loss, Liberty ends
its season with a 9-7-1 mark and
will look to gear up for the
spring season.
Sophomore Mallory Neff
was named to the All-Tournament team along with seniors
Faxon and Cheek.
Contact Jake Petersen at
jtpetersen@liberty.edu.

The countdown
continues....

SPECIAL!
$30 for one month
unlimited tanning
(with student 1,0.)

Tinning Studio

We a r e located
close to campus
on Wards Rd,
next to New Life
Christian
Bookstore

"He's already shown a
real desire to compete,
which for a guy in his
shoes, with everything he
goes through on a daily
basis. He's an amazing
kid."
If you ask Brewington
about his life, being a deaf
athlete, a husband and a
father and a student, you
would figure that it would
it would be enough to break
him.
"I won't lie, it's hard.
Each day my time is so
structured with waking up
with the baby early, taking
care of the baby, getting •«
workout in, doing class,
spending time with trjje
baby while I'm trying to do
homework (and) then practice," he said.
•
"It can be a lot. I've got
people like my wife and
Coach Dunton who really
push me to do my best, and
while it's hard sometimes,
it's ok."
Coming into Liberty,
Brewington was kind of an
unknown to Dunton.
"We knew that coming in
we as a team were going to
have to figure out how to
best support Dwight," said
Dunton.
"At Providence he didn't
really get the support that
he needed....We did go
through some things when
he got here when we started pushing him to take care
of the responsibilities that
he had. The thing we've
learned is that Dwight is a
special kid and we're doing
everything we can to make
him feel a part of the team."
Coming from such a
non-supportive environment
at
Providence,
Brewington had to get used
to Dunton's coaching methods and support.
"Yeah, Coach and I had
to be really honest with
each
other,"
said
Brewington. "When he first
started pushing me, it was
hard, but now I see that he
pushes me because he cares
for me and wants what's
best for me and family."
It's hard to wrap up a
story about a young man
whose life is still unfolding.
Whatever happens this
year for Dwight, on the
court and off, you can be
sure that he's not going to
be allowing his adversities
to push him down.
"After everything I've
gone through, I have to
keep trying. For my family,
for myself, for my teammates, I'm just going to
keep trying everyday to
become the man I'm meant
to be."
Contact Steve Clark at
sclark2@liberty.edu.
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2 weeks until
Thanksgiving
Break!

434.237.2880

OFFICER CANDIDATE SCHOOL

WARRANT OFFICER
FLIGHT TRAINING

After you earn your bachelor's degree,
you may qualify to become an Army
officer. During officer candidate school,
you will learn valuable management and
leadership techniques. You may qualify
for $37,224 for college through the
Montgomery Gl Bill. Or pay back up to
$65,000 of qualifying student loans
through the Army's Loan Repayment
Program.
To find out more, contact 434-385-1602.

If you are 19-28 years old, have a high
school diploma and are otherwise
qualified, you may apply to the Warrant
Officer Flight Training program and learn
to fly one of the Army's sophisticated
helicopters. You may qualify for $37,224
for college through the
Montgomery Gl Bill.
To find out more, contact 434-385-1 602.

~

Dr. Walter B. Beverly recently joined the staff of Medical
Associates of Central Virginia. A veteran of 19 years in
Lynchburg General's Emergency Department, Dr. Beverly is
board certified in Family and Emergency Medicine. He will see
walk-in patients over age 16 for treatment of general medical
problems, as well as minor injuries and lacerations.

MEDI
2215 Landovei Place • Lynchbuig
(434) 947-3944 for Appointment
Hours: Mon.- Fri. 8AM - 5PM

'ssotiates
OF CENTRAL VIRGINIA, INC
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Did you know?

Quote of the week:
"The church has bought into this idea that if we make
Jesus look cool, we win. But we're really trying to make ourselves look cool, not Jesus. We certainly need to repent of
that."
— Donald Miller
Author and speaker

In the year 2000, Pope John Paul II was named an
"Honorary Harlem Globetrotter."
— www.hookedonfacts.com

JESSICA WEBER

STEPPIN'—Performers for The Wave's "Takeover Thursday" spend a lot of time perfecting their choreography. The event takes place at Cattle Annie's Restaurant and Entertainment Club from 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.

The Wave hosts Thursday night fellowship at Cattle Annie's
By Kara Shand
LIFE! REPORTER

T

here is a new "wave" in town,
and Assistant to the
Chancellor Albert Jennings
says it is here to stay. Thursday
night's
inaugural
"Takeover
Thursday" meeting sponsored by
The Wave attracted more than 40
Liberty students to Cattle Annie's
Restaurant and Entertainment Club,
where the event was held. Cattle
Annie's is located off the Odd
Fellows Rd. exit on U.S. 29-N. The
meeting begins at 7:30 p.m. and
ends at 9 p.m.
The Wave is a ministry created
and directed by Jennings for

youths and young adults in urban
communities who are influenced by
the currently dominant hip-hop
culture. Although there has been
much controversy surrounding the
choice of the venue, Jennings says
there is good reason for the decision.
"Campus was not the place for it
— it had to be in the urban community," said Jennings. The location
makes it easier to reach the target
audience.
. His vision is not just to expand,
but also to get the attention of the
city government and non-profit
organizations that have the same
goal of reaching the inner-city

youth. Jennings came up with the
name in the aftermath of the 2004
Asian Tsunami, an event that
impacted millions of lives. The
Wave ministry is hoping to do the
same by impacting young people
1 across the country.
The meeting included performances from Liberty students who
displayed their talents in singing,
rapping, praise dancing and stepping. Many of the attendees were
excited about the new ministry that
gave them a chance to socialize
with other Christians.
Sophomore Michelle Mitchell
explained how much she appreciated a place for young people to enjoy

Though the Wave has just begun,
themselves as Christians. "It's just
a place to have fun in the name of the response from students has
the Lord and 'chill' with all your been very promising. Senior Elma
friends," she said. Eventually, Diggs is excited about the new minJennings hopes that the ministry istry. She said, "It's something new
will grow and attract more young on campus (for Liberty students)
people in search of the gospel mes- and I wanted to check it out, and
sage presented in a form that they support somebody who is trying to
do something (with the urban
are familiar with.
"Hip-hop was a medium for me youth)."
The Wave is still looking for perto get inside myself, but it was
missing the element of Jesus," said formers who have a heart for urban
Jennings. His brother Rashad ministry and an understanding of
Jennings, who is the running back Christian leadership. If interested,
for the Flames football team, came contact Jennings at 434-841-0579.
to give his testimony about his
Contact Kara Shand at kajourney to become a student at
shand@liberty.edu.
Liberty University.
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THEATRE ARTS — The photos above were taken from plays performed this semester. (Clockwise from left) They
are "The Importance of Being Earnest," "Ribs for Dinner" and "Parade." The next play to be performed will be the

musical version of "Little Women." Performances begin this weekend on Friday, Nov. 10 at 7:30 p.m. and Saturday,
Nov. 11 at 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. at Lloyd Auditorium In the Fine Arts building.
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To those of you who have actually been
While I may poke fun from time to time, I
reading my column thus far, I hope that you hardly believe such a description of what
were able to join me at R-MWC for the lec- happens on our campus can be completely
ture given by Richard Dawkins. During the described with the latter definition of "real."
lecture, Dawkins read excerpts from his We have our ups and downs like any other
recent book, "The God Delusion." For the school, even the one he was trying to impress
parts I was awake, what he said was very elo- with his arrogant rhetoric.
quent but predictable. And while I disagreed
Probably the most rewarding part of the
with a lot of what he said, I understood why evening was my meandering walk back to
he came to the conclusions that he did and wherever it was that I parked my car (I usualwhy he disagreed with the Liberty represen- ly have a difficult time remembering). The
tatives during the Q&A period.
brisk breeze reddened my ears and rustled
The question-and-answer time was long, the tails of my blazer as it reminded me of
but aside from a few queries, not many were growing up in New York.
either decent or well thought out, and there
Until now, I never understood my propenwas not much said that could be seen as a sity for being enamored with the cool fall clihelpful answer. Most of the questions had the mate. It reminds me of running trails with
crowd snickering before Dawkins could even my cross-country teammates and apple-pickrespond. What I believed people neglected to ing with my family.
understand is that Dawkins teaches at a
Although the mood is somewhat melanschool that at its lowest level is attended by choly, it is soothing to me — I find comfort in
some of the greatest minds of today and it. It reminds me of the late-night-low-light
tomorrow—minds that sit in his classes to be . conversations with strong coffee and flickerenlightened by him.
ing candles that are so wonderfully compleThe few interesting comments that mented by these conditions.
Dawkins did receive were either not given a
And it is in this current season — these
good response or were met with nonsensical, dim-lighted days — that my inspiration for
rude remarks that only served to rile-up the the instigation of this column began. Yes, I
majority of the crowd, which wore "Dawkins know, the spring is supposed to be the time
Fan Girl" t-shirts and were all too eager to for renewal, rebirth and high-hopes, but for
consume anything and everything he said — me that time always seems to be the end of
including the girl who sat next to me who the road.
only stopped knitting to "Woo!" at various
The end of the year — the last time I would
times to the anti-God comedy act.
see good friends for months, the last chance I
One particular comment that sticks out in had to hug my seventh-grade girlfriend. I
my mind was when he "encouraged" all would have already made my lasting impresattending Liberty students to drop out and go sion and said final statements that set me on
cruise control for the rest of the year and my
to a real university.
Well, I am not too sure what he was refer- grades were already beyond repair. So in that
ring to in regards to our school not being a regard, it isfittingthat the fall energizes. I get
"real university." I only hope he did not mean a new start to an old game, and now that it is
"real" in the magical sense, in that our school my senior year, I want to go out with a bit
is naught but an illusion, a figment of our more noise than my van's humming engine
imaginations that somehow has coalesced to as I drive off campus for the last time. I am
appear to each individual as an identical tired of going to Coffee House and Open Mic
apparition. The other possible meaning is nights and wishing that I would have found
that our school is nothing but a Christian some like-minded musicians to play a Phish
recreational facility where attending individ- tune with.
uals play video games all weekend or spend
So here I am, once again at the beginning,
more time making "blue steel" faces in the but by now already halfway through it. Here's
mirror with an assortment of glorified to a late start, and to it I raise my cup of cofcrayons nearby than studying Scripture.
fee in hopes that I do not let great opportuniMake answer Muse: wilt thou not haply say, ties slip through my fingers during my last
'Truth needs no colour, with his colour fixed; year of college, like this one almost did.
Beauty no pencil, beauty's truth to lay;
But best is best, if never intermixed?"
Contact Marcelo Quarantotto at mquar(William Shakespeare, "Sonnet 101")
antotto@liberty.edu. He encourages it. .
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[hristmas for an Orphan provides a way for you to say.
Jesus loves you and so do ]... and I would like to pray
for you. and give you this small gift |t is a simple gesture
that means more to these children than you can possibly
imagine, [ven their wish list is simple:
i Toothpaste /toothbrushes
'Soap
Antibacterial ointment
Children's fever-reducing medication
Hair accessories
Pencils or pens
[rayons or colored pencils
Writing pads
Small dolls or Matchbox cars
Hard candy
$5 to help cover shipping costs

VISIT www.worldhelp.net
FOR MORE INFORMATION
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TICKETS
ON SALE NOW!

Saturday, November 11
Liberty University
8:30pm - Schilling Center
General $8, Students $5

